Become a "Donator" and get the catalog as one of the first!
Already for a small amount you can support our work and will get the
catalog immediately after publication, before he comes on sale at the
end of the exhibition.
These are the advantages that you get as donor D C B A and A +!

Amount
from 35 Euros
Donator D
from 55 Euros
Donator C
from 155 Euros
Donator B
from 1.200 Euros
Donator A

Advantages
① Catalog ② Tax Benefit ③ POLIN Museum for 3 Donators D
① Catalog ② Tax Benefit ③ POLIN Museum for 2 Donators C

① Catalog ② Tax Benefit ③ POLIN Museum for 1 Donator B ④ German
insert for catalog
① Catalog ② Tax Benefit ③ POLIN Museum for 1 Donator A incl. 2 guests
④ German insert for Catalog ⑤ If any book is set to be released by the
society "Jews in East Prussia" before the end of 2019, (another language
version or a catalog for another exhibition), it will be delivered automatically.
⑥ Giving advice for a stay in Kaliningrad, 3 hours city guiding by a
representative of our society for 3 h to sites of the Jewish Koenigsberg.
from 5.500 Euro Same like Donator A – but ③ POLIN Museum for 1 Group up to 30
Donator A+ participants ⑦A lecture by the historian Prof. Ruth Leiserowitz at the place of
your choice (plus travel expenses) by date and topic coordination (no later
than the end of 2019)

To become a Donator you have to transfer the amount with indication of your postal address to the
following bank account: Juden in Ostpreussen e.V. Berlin, Germany, Berliner Volksbank,
BIC: BEVODEBB
IBAN: DE32 1009 0000 7271 6710 02
① Catalog ‐ copy of the English‐Russian‐language exhibition catalog will be sent home by mail
shortly after the publication and before the exhibition starts (or later after receipt of payment),
postage costs are included. The catalog contains further information on the subject and is also well‐
suited as a reading book. (3 colors, 48 pages, DIN A4) ISBN 978‐3‐00‐057974‐5
② Donation receipt for the deduction of income tax at a German tax office. (The association has
been recognized since its inception for the promotion of charitable purposes by certification of the
tax office).
③ Supporters are given the right to an exclusive 2‐hour tour of the new and award‐winning
Museum POLIN in Warsaw. It leads (in German, Hebrew or English) Michael Leiserowitz, member of
the association's board of directors and known for his guided tours through the permanent
exhibition "1000 Years of the History of the Jews in Poland". The invitation also includes all entrance
fees to the museum. The invitation is valid until May 2019. The guided tour takes place by prior
appointment (usually at least one month in advance, but, if possible, also more short‐term). The
number of invited guests depends on the donation sum (see table), included is any number of
additional guests who pay only the entry fees.

④ German insert for Catalog – the first printed edition is only in Russian and English. A German
Translation is inserted to the catalog.
About the catalog, the exhibition and our work:
On November 9th, 2017, an exhibition will be opened for the first time, which deals exclusively with
the history of the Jews in Koenigsberg. From the perspective of the inhabitants at the time, it tells the
story of Koenigsberg at the end of the 19th century, at the time of the construction of the New
Synagogue, which had its place not far from the Koenigsberg Cathedral (Dome), and where now a
synagogue for the Jewish citizens of Kaliningrad is in construction. The catalog includes various topics
such as ways of life, family life, the influx of new Jewish citizens, economy, donation culture, health
tourism, Zionism, student life, summer freshness in Cranz and many details about the synagogue.
From 2017 Nov 9 till Dec 10 the exhibition takes place in today's History and Art Museum of the
region Kaliningrad, in the building of the former "Stadthalle".
The non‐profit association Jews in East Prussia (Juden in Ostpreussen, Kultur und Geschichtsverein
eV) has been researching the exhibition theme since its foundation in 2004. Since 2015, the project
of the exhibition in Kaliningrad has been intensively worked on. It took many journeys to research
with today's descendants and for work stays in archives. For the realization and production of the
exhibition and the catalog, which will also be later in the trade, considerable costs arise, for which
the association has not received any subsidies from any institutions. Therefore, we are looking
forward to donations to support this work. This offer is valid until the end of 2017.
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